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EFFECT OF BODY NOSE SHAPE ON THE PROPULSIVE EFFICIENCY OF A PROPELLER

By GEOFLGEW. STICKLE, JOHN L. CEIGLER, and IEYEN NAIMAN

SUMMARY

Three adjustable propellers of
operated in front of four body nose

10-joot diameter were
shqe8, rar@q from a

streamline nose that continued through-the pro~eller plane
in the form of a large gpinner to a. conventional opemnose
radial-engine cowling. One propeller hud airfoil sectims
close to the hub, the second had conventional round Made
shanks, and the third diferedfrom the second only in pitch
distribution. The blade-angle eettings ranged from 20° to
66° at the 0.76 radiu8.

The e~ect of the body nose dupe on propulsive eficiency
may be ditviied into two parts: (1) the change in the body
drag due to the propeller slipstream and (2) the change in
propeller had distribution due to the change in ~elaity
caused by the body. For the nose $hape tested in. this
report, the jirst e$ect i~ 8hown to be wry small; therefore,
the chief empha+?l”8of the report i8 conjined to the second
e~ect.

The re8uJt88howed that, in the de~ign of the p“tch di~tri-
bution, proper comideration. 8hou/d be yizen to the reloc-ity
&ld produced by the presence OJthe body adjacent to th-e
propeller.

The pre8ence of a body behind the propeller produce8 it8
greate8t e~ect on the inner 8ections of the propeller blades.
Ii-hen the inner 8ection8 are of concenti.onal round-8hank

- de8ign, the important e$ect is the change in the drag of
the8e section8 due to the reduced reloeity in front of the
body. For inner section8 of an a.irjoil design, the main
tttect is the change of the load distribti”on oj the propeller
due to increasing the angle oj attack by reduction of the
forward reloeiiy. The gain in ejitienq realized by
covering the propeller hub with a 8p”nner is a function
oj the local velocity to which the hub ti expo8ed; the pos8ible
gain increa8es as the pow~r loading decrea8e8.

INTRODUCTION

The tests reported in reference 1 showed that the
characteristics of a propeIler are dependent on the body
behind the propeller. The difference in the velocity
distribution in front of two open-nose NACA cowlings
caused a change of 5 percent in the propulsive efficiency.

A propeller that hud a constant pitch distribution
when set 30° at the 0.75 radius was shown by the teak
of reference 1 to give higher propulsive efficiencies than
a similar propeller with a constant pitch distribution
when set 12° at the 0.75 radius. Tests reported in
reference 2 showed a reverse effect of pitch distribution

for propellers of a different pkm form; the propeller
that had a constant pitch distribution when set 35°
at the 0.75 radius gave slightly low”erefficiencies over
the entire high-speed flight range than the one set 15°.
The resuItsshown in reference 1indicated the possibility -
that these apparently contradictory results of the effect
of pitch distribution might be e.xplaineclby the effect
of the body shape in changing the local nngle of attack
of the propeller sections.

This report presents results of three full-scrde propel-
lers tested in front of several nose shapes. The body
shapes ranged from a streamline nose c..tending through
the propeller disk with a large spinner to the normal
type of blunt-shape, open-nose cowling. The results
indicate how the body shape affects the local pitch
clistribution gnd the charts show the effects of this
change on the propulsive efficiency.
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SYMBOLS

thickness of blade sections of propeller
width of blade sections of propeller
station radius of propeIler
tip radius of propeller
fraction of tip radius (r/R)
diameter of propeller
velocity of free air strertm
revolutions per unit time of propeller
ticlvance-diameterratio of propeller
geometric pitch of propeller
propeller blade-angle setting at 0.75R
propeller blade angle
velocity in plane of propollcr, propelIer removed
mass density of air
dynamic preesure of air stream 04PV)
power input to propeller
power coeilicient (P/pnW)
net force on thrust baknce of propeller-nacel[e

unit
dmg of nacelle for corresponding airspeed

measured with propeller removed
change in nacelle drag due to spinner
drag coefficient (D/@)
change in nacelle drag coefficient due to spin-

ner (AD/q.F)
change in nacelIe drag due to propeller slip-

stream
change in nacelle drag coefficient due to pro-

peller slipstream (DP/@)
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B, boffle plofe
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FIOUWI I.–Line drm’lng of the test errangernente,

FIGURE 2.—Nine 1. (Not ehmn here was oIesed for teste In tMs report.)

T propellm thrust (tension in cranksl]~ft)
2’, effective thrust (T–AD~J- -
L’. effective thrust coefficient (TJ@D)
T, effective thrust disk-loading coefficient (TJgS’)
F projected frontal arm of nacelle
S disk mea of propeller
PC power disk-lortding cocfficitmt (P/gW)

1/qF.= v7ps/2P “

rlP propcher effirienc.y (TV/P)

(

(T–AD.)J
~ propulsive efficiency ~

?

q’ propulsive efficiency, the spinner
qc~.a part of the body

~m ne~efiiciency (lW/P)
C, _sp&xl-powercoefficient (~pTT/Pn2)

being consid-

CYaonngle.of attack for zero lift. for blwlc section
:-;

APPARATUS ANDTESTS -

Figure 1 pres~nts a line drawing of tly naccllc: the
four noses, the afterbody shape, and spinner 1, whirh
was used in conjunction with noses 3 and 5. Nose 4
extended through the propeller disk in the form of a
large spinner that was consid.cred to be a pmt of lhc
body. Spinner 1 was considered to bc a pnrt of the
propeller instead of a pmt. of tl~cbody; the chnnge ill

P c 0.
FIaUEE 4.—One blade of eeob of the three propellers mod.
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body drag caused by spinner 1 was therefore disregarded
in computing the propulsive efficiency.

The tests were conducted in the NACA 20-foot wind
tunnel described in reference 3. Figures 2 and 3 show
the installations of noses 1 and 4 in the tunnel. A 150-
horaepower variable-speed eIectric motor enclosed in
the nacelle furnished power to the propeller.

Three adjustable propellers of Clark Y section w-we
tested. Each propeller was 10 feet in cliameter and
had three blades. One blade of each propelIer is
shown in figure 4. Propeller F is Bureau of Aeronau-
tics design drawing ATO.4893. Propeller C is Bureau
of Aeronautics drawing A70.5868–9. Propeller C= is a
modification in pit& distribution of propeller C and, in
reference 2, is desia~ated 5868–&. The blade-form
curves are given in figure 5.

The geometric. pitch p of a propeIIer section is the
advance per revolution that would occur if the section
were a straight line set at a-n angle o to the plane of
rotation and moving through a medium without slip;
that is, without thust and consequently without
inflow, or

p=2n-r tan O=Jr/n

p/D=ux tan 6= V/nD

Thus, the given pitch distribution defies for each
section a value of V/nD for wtich the chord line moves
in the direction of the resultant of the axial and the
circumferential velocities (interference velocities are
neglected). In practice, the axial velocity relative to
the section is not the velocity of advance V but a
velocity U. caused by the blocking effect of the body.
The condition to be satisfied is then:

t?=arc.tan -J&

or

When this equation is multiplied by V/uO,there results

~~ ‘
DUQ

=u+ tan e=n$

This equation gives the value of V/nD for which the
chord line of the section moves in the direction of the
resultant velocity.

The velocity distribution in front of nose 1 is given
in figure 6. The geometric pitch and the geometric
pitch as moclified by the locaI velocity in front of nose 1
tiregiven in figure 7.

Inasmuch as the airfoil section uaecl for most pro-
pellers is of a flat-bottom type (Clark Y, R. A. F. 6,
etc.),when the chord line is set in the direction of
motion, the section is from 30 to 7° above zero Iift,
clepending upon the thickness. As will be shown later,
at peak cflicienc.y the propeller sections are usually
working at an apparent angle of attack from 3° to
7° above zero lift. lt is thus seen that, to a first
approximation, the modified pit,ehdistribution indicntes

4:10134”+2—25

how satisfactory the dwiign pitch is at any particular
value of V/nD.

Propelle~ F and C have approximately constant
pitch when set 15° at 0.75R; propeller C!x has been
twisted to have approximately constant pitch over the
outer hdf when set 35° at.0.75R. Propellers C ancl CX

““~””
+t--H-??+t-l-+

/! i,\ h. h.IIR

o~ [ I I 1 I t I I I [
.2 .4 .6 ./?

o

fraction of tiprffdius,x ‘-
FKWBE 5.—B1adrAorm curwa for propellers F, C, and CL.

+
.80

.70

.602 .3 .4 .5 .6 .8 .9
fractionof iipra”$ius,x

LO

FIGURE 6.–Velooity distribution in plsne” of proti (propeller removal).

1“, 93 mfks per hour.

ha-re round bIacIeshanks near the hub; propelIer F has
airfoiI sections extending nearer to the hub.

The tests covered a range of blade-angle settings from
20° to 55° at 0.75.R. Tunnel air speeds up to 110 miles
per hour were used. All tests were made with zero air
flow through the nacelle to eliminate the effect of the
coding pumping efficiency on the propeller results.
The supports were shielded from the air stream as
shown in figures 2 and 3. hTo corrections have been
maclc for tare drag or horizontal buoyrmcy.

—-
-.
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RESULTS

The original test points are given in figures 8 to 18,
where the usual thrust coefficient C~, power coefficient
CF, and propulsive ef5ciency q are plotted against
V/nZl. Each figure gives the complete range of blade-
a.ngle settings for one propeller tested in conjunction
with one nose. Figure 19shows the propulsive-efficiency
envelopes against V/nD for nose 1 with propellers
F “and C. Figure 20 shows similar results for nose 3
and spinner 1 with all three propellers; figure 21 shows
results for nose 4 with propellers C and Cx; and figure
22, for nose 5 and spinner 1 -with till thr~e propellem.

In figures 23 to 33, ~ has been plotted against l/~,
for each propeller tested in conjunction with each nose.
Figure 34 is a comparison of the propulsive-ei%ciency
and the net-efficiency envelopes against l/$~C for noses
1, 3, and 5 with all three propellers.

The drag results from tests without the propeller for
all the noses are given in the folIowing table:

\ 1 t P: i- . .

:8$.! o:~-- .,
;
$ 29:2 . B7?3 With spinner 1.
4 .2?3.8 . Oilo

!n.6 .I17m
: 28.1 .0744 With spfnnsr 1.

1 I I 1 .>-” 1.

This table shows that the addition of spinner 1 de-
cremed the total drag of nose 3 by 1.1 pounds but thut
the spinner increased the total” drag of nose .5 by 0.6
pound. The change in the propulsive efficiency re-
sulting from the addition of the spinner mity bc written
as a function of the change in drag coefficient of the
body, of P.j and of the dimensions of the set-up:

AC~ F ““
.—

——
7’”=7+ P, s

where # is the propulsive efficiency computed when the
spinner is considered as part of the body. The Kigh
propulsive efficiency of nose 3 shown in figure 34 is the
result of considering the spinner as part of the propoller.
When the propulsive efficiency in figure 34 (a) is re-
computed by considering the spinner as pnrt of tho
bocly (i. e., by using the drag of the body with spinner),
it is seen that the envelopes for noses 3 and 5 almost .

coincide (fig. 35).
‘1%: net-efficiency rmd the propulsive-efficiency en-

velop~~are plotted against l/\lEin figures 30 to.3~.
Figyres 40 to 43 are design charts inchided as an nid

in determining the propeller cliameter for-”conditiom of
high-.ecd flight. “The use of this type of C, curvo for
clesigg characteristics is explained in the appendix of
reference 1.

(8) Propaller F. (b) Prope.tier C: (c) PropslIsr C=. . . .

FIGUEE 7.—PkIr distributions.
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FIGGRE S.—Curves of CT, CP, and q againstV/nD la Kopder F m nose 1.
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FIGURE 9.—Curw C4 c% G, and q agafast V/nD fur mwller C on n~ 1.
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V/nD
FIGI,UWI 10.—Curves of C%, Cp, &nd q agslnst Vj%D for propeller F on nose 3 with spinner 1.
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FIGURE I L-CW* 0( CT, Cp, and ~ against W71Dfor propdlor C on now 3 with sPInnw 1.
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FIGURE 14.—Curws of G, CP,and q agalmt VW for LXKIMer CX on nme i.
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FIGuRE 19.—Propoleive-ef.tlciency enrelop- against V/nn for PmPelle= F and C on nme 1.
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FIGURE 21. —Propulef w-efllclency enveiopea against T’/nD for propellwe C and C. on nose. 4.
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FIG L!EE 22.-Propulsive&llotency enveiopea against V/nn formwellersF,c,andC. on nose6with SPInuer1.
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FIOUEE Z&–Curves of propuhke efUcleney ogafnst l/~~. ~or pmpaller C on nrm 4. FJourm 20.-Cnrvfa ofpropulsivee$flc!eneyagainst l/#.% fcf-fiiopelliiC, on nose4.

FIOURE 30. —CurvC% of propuMve ef6cIency against l/~. for propelkx C on nose & FIGL!R”EY,-Corves of propulsive eIliclency agahut 1/ ?~. for Ijmpellor F Cm nose 1!

with spinner 1.

FIOURE 32.—CWW of propuk?lre eftfcbw e.gdnet l/~~. for profdk C on mm 5 FIGUEE 38.—CUIWS of propu]s[ve efEdency age.tnet 1/~PTfo; propsller (’, on nm 3

with s[)hmx L with sIJ[nner 1,
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FIGURE 36.-PropuIefwAfloIenoy and net#Mency envelopee againet l/$./~ for propellers F and C on noee 1.
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DISCUSSION

The propulsive efficiency of the propeller was shown
in reference 1 to be greatly dependent upon the shape
of the body behind the propeller. This dependency
ia due to two main factors: (I) the effect of. the slip-
stream in changing the drag of the body, and (2) the
effect of the body in changing the angle of ~t~ck”of the
propeller sections. Reference 1 gives a good example
of the radical change in drag of certain body shapes
with the propeller-operating condition and of the conse-
quent very high propulsive efficiency. The body shapes
for the present report, however, are not subject to
critical flow conditions; the drag due ta the slipstreamis
therefore approximately proportional to the increase in
dynamic pressure of the air Qver the body.

An estimate of the change in body drag due to the
propeller slipstream can be made from an examination
of the propulsive-efficiency curves plotted against
1/~ in figures 23 to 33. The following table gives

approximate average value3, for all noses, of the factors
enteri~g into the computations of the increase in body
clrag due to the slipstream at peak propulsive efficiency
for the 20° and the 55° blade-angle setting.

I 1 I 1 1 -’[ I [ !

v== =qT=tjy_‘O::;(“... ,.=
The values of T, give the average increase in dynamic

pressure and therefore the percentage of increase in

drag of the body ADF, due to the propeller slipstream,
if it is assumed that the flow increase is linear. For the
20° blade-angle setting, the dmg increase amounts to
approximately 20 percent ancl, for the 5fi0 blade-angle
setting,to approximately 3 percent of the body chg.

The change in the drag coefficient ACDP, based on the
drag coefficient of nose 1 (CD= 0,0809), is obtained by
multiplying the percentage of change in ADIJby 0.0809.
The clifferencebetween the propeller efficiency= T~’/~’

and the propulsive efficiency v=
(T–A~p) T7
~:”’n”y be

computed from the formula
ACDPF

Change in efic.iency=~ ~ ~ -

The ~alues of the difference between propulsive and
propeller efficiency are given in the last column of the
table.

Now, because the maximum change in body drag due
to the nose shape, that is, the change in drag from the
open-nose cowling to the strea.mlinenose, was only 12
percent and the chmge in clrag due to the propeller
slipstream for any of the noses tested caused a chango
in efficiency of only 1 percent, the relative change in
effici~cy with a change in nose shape is only 0.12 per-
cent. “’ “The foregoing results show that the body drag
has a negligible eflect on relative comparisons of propul-
sive efficiency of a given propeller, unless critical flow ._
conditions are encountered. The chief emphasis of
this report is therefore. confined to the second factor,
the effect of the body in changing the angle of nttack
of the propeller sections.

Na urtu 39.–PropnMv&efRcIency and net-efdclency envelopw agahet 1/’~ for prowll~ F, C, and CL on new 5 with sphncf 1.
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FIGCRE 40.-Desi@ characteristics for propdkr F on nose 1.
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FIGURE 41.—Ddgn characteristics for propeller C on mm L
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If the interference -velocities are neglected, the ap-
parent angles of attack of the sections at any given
value of T“/n~ may be computed from the pitch-
distribution curves and the velocity distribution iu the
plane of tbe propeller with the propeller removed.
Because of the difference in the aerodynamic charac-
teristics of each section, it is desirable to refer the angle
of attack to the zero-lift line. The angIes of zero lift
CY=Ofor the sections of the three propelIem are given in
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FIGURE 44.—Angie of zero lift.

figure 44. By the use of this figure, the apparent.
angles of attack above zero lift of the sections of pro-
pellers F, C, ancl C= in front of noses 1, 4, and 5 with
spinner 1 are given in figure 45 at l’/n~ for m&nmm
efficiency. The velocity distribution in front of noses 4
and 5 was assumed to be uniform and equal to the free-
stream velocity. The curves show the effect of the veloc-
ity clistribution on the angles of attack of the propeller
sections when the propeller w-as operating at peak effici-
ency. It shoulcl be noted that the low--velocity reggon
in front of nose 1 causes a much higher angle of mttack.

Before the discussion of the experimental results is
given, it is desirable to summarize briefly the conclu-

sions of propeller theory in regard to load distribution,
as set forth by Gla,uert in reference 4. The observed
results are then quite readily explained.

Optimum load distribution,-The simple momentum
theory indicates that, for ma-timurn efficiency, the
a.sial-velocity dist.ribution shall be independent of
radius, that is, shall be of consttint value across the
wake. The general momentum theory, however, shows
that this condition cannot be satisfied owing to the high
angular -velocitiesrequired near the axis. The required
condition by the general momentum theory for the
asial-velocity incrertseis that it shall be zero at the hub,
increasing rapidly with radius for a short distance to
an almost constant vtilue for the remaining distance.
The angular velocity has a maximum value at the hub
and decreases outww-d. When the analysis is further
modified to consider the effect of the iinite number of
blades, the velocities for the inner sections are only
slightly modified but the a.sial and the rotational inter-
ference velocities rapidly decrease to zero in the neigh-
borhood of the tip. When the mmlyeisis again modified
to bclude the effect of friction, the torque, and thereby
the rotational velocities, is found to be increased for a
given thrust.

Effeot of shank seotion of propeller.-The effect of
the shank section of w propeller may be considered in
two parts: the blade sections and the pitch distribut-
ion. Propellers F and C have almost identical con-
struction except for the section of the shank. Propeller
F has airfoil sections extending much closer to the hub
than propeller C, -which,with round sections, is designed
primarily for strength. The effect of this construction
may be summarized as follows. At a -ralue of l/~E

%ocfion af fipradius,x
(W Propeller F. (b) Propeller C. (c) Propeller C=.

FIGUXE 45.—Apparent angles of attack abo~e zero lift of aectfons at V/aD for maxlrnum ellicierrcy.
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of 2.6, a representative value for the high-speed condi-
tion of modern airplanes, the following propulsive
efficiencies me obtained (figs. 23, 24, 31, and 32):

-,

.

The effeci of the pitch distribution is obtained by
the tests of nose 1 and nose 5 with spinner 1. A
comparison of the angles of attack of the sections for
propellers F and C (6= 35°) imfront of the two noses
(figs. 45(a) and 45(b)) shows @tit the. angle of attack
increased from the 0.5 radius. inward for nose .1 and
decreased all the way h the hub for nose 5. & was
stated in the preceding section, the ideal thrust and
torque distribution is one that gives zero loading at
the hub. Thus, the propellers operating in front of
nose 5 have approximately the optimum conditions
for maximum efficiency, that is, the smallest energy
loss in the wake, The higher efficiency of propeller
F is undoubtdy due to the better shape of the shank
section, that is, an airfoil instead of a round shank
shape.

In front of nose 1, the lower velocity air stream with
its resulting high angle of attack causes a considerable
increase in the loading for propeller F, (See ~. 45(a).)
The values of the peak e5cienciea are given to iUus-
trate the loss incurred by overloading the inner sections
of the propellers. This high loading is very detrimental
to propeller F, causing about 3 percent loss in efficiency.
The failure of propeller C to show any c~ange in effi-
ciency on noses 1 and 5 is umloubteclly due to two
compensating effects. The shank sections are of such
poor aerodynamic shape that, in the lower velocity
region of nose 1, any low due..to increased load on the
outer portion of the shank has apparently been neutral-
ized by the reduced drag of the inner portion.

Propeller F might thus appear to be unfavorable for
use in front of an open-nose NACA cowling. If the
pitch of its inner sections is reduced, however, so as to
obtain an optimum load distribution, propeller I? should
develop approximat.dy the sanmMmiency as it does
on nose 5. From cooling considerations, such a pro-
peller would be very desirable in the low-speed range
because it would give a considerable pressure boost on
the front of the cowling owing to the positive angle of
tittack at a low value of V/nil.

Effect of spinner .—A comparison of the net and the
propulsive efficiencies for propeller C in.#ont of nose 5
with and without spinner 1 (iig. 34 (b)) illustrates the
importance of covering the hub of the propeller when
the velocity of the tiir stream is high. The advantage
of the spinner is shown to increase tMthe disk loading
is decreased, rising from 1 percent at l/~~C = 2.6 to 5
percent at l/~~ =4.0. The importance of covering
the hub becomes less significant when the propeller is

operating in front of a blunt body such as nose 1,
especially when the ratio of the hub diameter to the
cowling diameter is small.

Effect of pitch distribution.-The effect of pitch dis-
tribution on the propeller performance may be seen by
compatig the efficiencies of propellers C and C= in tlw
follow@g table.

~-1-,if, ; ~~ ~k ~

Propeller C is seen to. bc the more efficicmLat tllQ
higher power loading corresponding to the climb cond i-
tion (1/~= 1.0) and “propeller C, is better in l.he
high-speed-flight. condition. These results nrc in tir-
cordance with theory, though the smnll diflerenccs
would seem to be disappointing. Here again, howevwt
the vehcity pnttern produced by the body affects the
load distribution and thereby the efficiency.

Figures 45 (b) and 45 (c) give a comparison of the
apparent angle of atttick abcve zero lift for the pro-
pellers”on noses 1 ancl 4. The principal defect of pro-
peller C= is that,, owing to its nwthod of construction,
the pitch was not washed out on thu inner sections.
This construction is fairly satisfactory at low Mm.lc-
angle se~tingsfor noses 4 m-id5 with almost full veIocity
over these inner sections but, on nose 3 with its bloclwd
flow, propeller C, is. only very little better thtm pro-
peller C. The improvement obttiincd over the outm - __
portion is almost nullified by the loss over Lhc’inn[w
portion, This loss over the inner portion of the pro-
peller becomes especially importrmt at the 55° bltidc-
nnglo setting. The angle of at.tac.kfails to dccrcaso
toward the hub, as is theoretically dcsiralk The
resulting high loading on the inner region is pro?wbly
the principal reason for the marked failure of the
propellers when set 55°. to reach pmk efficiencies
comparable with the 45° settings (figs. 27 atd 29).

On noses 3 and 4 (figs. 37 and 38), the e~cicncy
cnveloye for propelIer CX falls below that for propollrr
C at low power loadings (1/~=3.7, approximrdcly).
At this point, the excessive loading on the iuncr portiou
of propeller C= is the probable reason for this difference.
On nose 5 with spinner 1 (fig. 39), however, this crossing
does g~t occur. The spinner may huvc causccl n
sufficient velocity increase to clecrcasc tlw loading over
the inner sections. In auy event., this crossing occurs
at pow’erloadings beyond the pmk efficiency for the 55° --
setting and WOUMnot bo encount.wed in propcller
design.

Propeller CXwas not tested on nose 1, hL tll~ curves
for the apparent angles of uttack of the.sections huvc ~.
been i.ucluded on the assumption that the maximum
eficiemcy would occur at the same values of 1“/nZl us
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on nose 4. ii small change in ~7/n~ would have no
effect on the general trend of the curves but would
simply shift the whole curve up or down. The apparent
angles of attack for two values of T“/n~ have been
included (fig. 45 (a)) for propeller F in front of nose 5
with spinner 1 to show the effect of Vlnll on the trend
of the curve. A study of the curves for propellers C
uncl C= on nose 1 (fig. 45 (b) and 47 (c)) indicates thut
propeller C would be superior over the entire range
because the inner sections of propeller C. -would be
overloaded. This probable increased loading on the
inner sections of propeller C= may esplain the result
reported in reference 2, in which propeller C was found
to be superior to propeller C. over the entire high-
speed-flight range.

Application to propeller design,—The propeller, rts
actually constructed, is alwRys a compromise between
the aerodynamic and the structural requirements.
Aerodynamically, the propeller near the asis should
consist of small streamline sections working at n low
lift coefficient. Structurally, this form would be
impossible because of the engine shaft, the hub provid-
ing blude support, and the mechanism for pitch vmia-
t.ion. For minimum loss, these parts should be enclosed
in n suitable spinner. Aerodynamically, the working
portion of the blade should consist of sections having a
high maximum value of lift-drag ratio. The section
should be set at the proper working angle for maximum
lift-drag ratio, and the chord should be just large enough
to secure the desired loading. Agfiin, this design ctmnot
be realized structurally because such a small-chord
propeller would be impracticable owing to vibration
and flutter. When the propeller is structurally sound,
any attempt to set the pitch in such a way as to secure
maximum lift-drag ratio results in a power loading great
enough to give excessive momentum losses in the wake.
Th&., it is seen that a propeller section works below the
maximum Iift-drag ratio. From the foregoing discus-
sion, it is concluded that the low-soIidity, two-blade
propeIler is more efficient than the higher-solidity, three-
blade and four-blade propellers because the two-blade
propeller is more hewdy loaded per blade, bringing it
nearer the maximum lift-drag ratio.

It thus appears that the only possibilities for improve-
ment in the propeller lie in the choice of the profile
section and the pitch distribution. The importance of
pitch distribution increases with V/n~. At low speed,
that is, low values of V/nD, the pitch distribution is of
secondary importance. Under these circumstances, the
rotational-energy loss is a -very small proportion of the
total-energy 10SS;and nearly optimum conditions me
easily secured. At high values of V/nD, however, the
pitch distribution becomes important. In the operating
region corresponding to a propeller setting of 45° at
0.75 R, for optimum conditions the rotational-energy
and the t-mial-energylosses are tippro.simately equril.
These energy losses may be computed by the method

outlined in reference 5. Alterations of the load distribu-
tion on the outer portion of the propeller have little
effect upon the proportion of rotational and ax-id losses,
but an excessive loading on the inner portion cm etvdy
make the rotation&energy loss se-reral times the axial
loss. At this operating condition, it is essential that
proper c.onsidemtion be given to the local velocity (due
to body blocking) in the design of the pitch distribution.

CONCLUSIONS

The ideal plan form of the propeller cannot be at-
tained because of structural requirements. These
requirements demand a propeller chord too large t.o be
efficiently operated at the maximum lift-drag ratio of
the propeller section. With the plan form and the
chord flzecl, the problem of obtaining optimum loacl
clist.ributionbecomes one of selection of the pitch clis-
tribution. The results show that:

1. In the design of the pitch distribution, it is essentiul
that proper consideration be given to the velocity field
produced by the presence of the body adjacent to the
propeller.

2. The presence of a body behind the propeller pro-
cluces its chief effect on the inner sections of the pro-
peller blades.

(a) When the inner sections are of conven-
tional round-shank design, the important effect
is the change in the drag of these sections due
to the reduced velocity in front of the body.

(b) When the inner sections are of a good
airfoil design, the main effect is the change of
the load clistribution of the propeller due to
increasing the angle of attack by reduction of
the forward ~elocity.

3. The gain in efficiency realized by covering the
propeller hub -with a spinner is a function of the local
velocity to which the hub is exTosed, and the possible
gain increases as the power loading decreases.

L.kwmm MEMOIWL ~ERONAUTICAL LABORATORY,

ATATIONAL ADVISORY COMMITTEE FOR AERONAUTICS,

LANGLEY FIELD, Vii., Jimmy 29, 1940.
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